
Session 4 – Business 
Writing & Recipe Stories



Writing/ Marketing In General

With your work/philosophy:

Are you creating a new way of thinking
or doing?

Or

Are capitalizing on something that is 
commonly understood

Your writing has to be better for the
first scenario



Business Writing

It is different from copywriting

Not colourful

More formal

Straight, to the point

Best used for creating opportunities  

Some overlaps with copywriting



Three Rules of Business Writing

Clear: Who is the reader? What action 
do I want them to take? Be clear about 
the message you want to convey 

Concise: Wordy documents take too 
much time and will not be read

Correct: Grammar, sentence structure 
and spelling all count



George Orwell: Good writing is a 
windowpane 

– We can see through a windowpane  
– We do not notice a good clean 
windowpane

Good writing is easy to read

Bad writing is hard work – takes more 
time



Two Types of Readers

1. Detail Readers

2. Skimmers

Must write for both types

It doesn’t matter whether you’re copy 
writing, business writing or preparing a 
presentation

The process is the same 



Clarity
Everything from your words and 
structure must be clear

Cut out extra words 

Waste no time – more efficient for the 
reader

Too much to read may not get read 

Essential for success you have to take 
extra time to make it efficient for your 
reader



Easier to write a long document – not 
easier for the reader

(Exception is a sales letter)

Get ideas out quickly

Craft a writing voice

Be smart – don’t sound smart – no big 
words

Tone – appropriate for audience



Appearance
Breathing room on the page (white 
space) means breathing rooms for the 
reader to read

Balance on the page – centered on the 
page, top to bottom, left to right

Short paragraphs

Bullet points – help make the 
document look more organized and 
skimmable – make the reader feel like 
they have to do less work



Bold text use strategically on key point

The bullet points and bold help guide 
the reader to where you want them to 
go

Do not bold and highlight too much

Can be a lead into each paragraph that 
tell what each paragraph is about



Type Is Meant to Be Read
Type is design

We read type as much by the shape as 
the actual word – the word has a shape 
“ant” versus “tan” 

Uppercase removes shape which is 
why it is hard to read  ANT, TAN

Hard to read a large amount of text 
paragraph

Use type purposely – remember the 
reader

Stacked T

y

p

e is Awful



Typeface
Make sure it is appropriate to the 
message

Serious

Not Serious
Always make it presentable
Does not have to be fancy



Proofing
Proof it as best you can

Read the document backwards

Read it out loud (allows you to hear flow)

Are typos a death sentence?

In business documents – avoid at all cost

In copywriting – can actually force 
someone to re-read 

That’s not a bad thing



Format
1. Say what you are going to say – state 
the purpose of the document in the first 
sentence – summarize the main points

2. Say it – elaborate each point

Point 1 the most impactful

Point 2

Point 3

3. Say what you said again – nothing new 
– remind them what you want them to 
take away



One idea per paragraph

Every paragraph should begin with a 
strong topic

Topic sentences should be so clear 
(strong that they could be pulled out 
and serve as an outline as needed)

Keep sentences short (if a sentence 
takes up two lines, cut it in half)



The Writing Process

Start with a blank page

State your purpose clearly at the 
beginning

Don’t ease into it

Don’t try to justify it

Mention target market in the first 
paragraph



What are the key benefits to support 
the purpose of topic sentence?

Draw up a list of points that support 
the purpose

Don’t repeat any ideas 

Link similar points together and 
simplify

Get it to three points



Start with the most important point first 

Once 3 points are created –

Create one sentence that outlines them to 
add after the purpose sentence in the first 
paragraph

These create the outline:

Now start building out the supporting points

One idea per paragraph, 2-4 sentences per 
paragraph

Start out with a strong topic sentence



Once 3 paragraphs are created

Create the summary statement at the 
end

Repeat the purpose of the email or 
letter

It is okay to write too much and then 
edit it down to the clearest version 

Editing trick – cut your writing by 1/3 
to 1/2 



Tips
Be the authority

“The wellness program was highly 
successful” – it’s vague

“The participants in the wellness 
program all reported increased energy 
levels and an average weight loss of 5 
pounds per person.” 

To avoid generalities, watch out for 
words like “everyone, no one, all, 
always, never,”  as well as words like 
“many, most, a few and some.”



Active Vs Passive Voice
Passive voice is indirect and muddy

Passive voice takes more words to 
write

Getting rid of passive voice – gives 
energy to your work and makes you 
more vibrant.

Exception – scientific field prefers 
passive voice because it sounds more 
objective



Example
Active: I taught the nutrition course

Passive: The nutrition course was 
taught by me

The person taking the action is first

The “by” rule – if you can add the 
word “by” into the sentence and it 
makes sense, then it is passive

“The orange was eaten” is passive 
because you can add the “by.”  “The 
orange was eaten by Dave.”



Email vs Letter
If I had more time I would have written 
you a shorter letter – Mark Twain

Email: More informal than memo, letter

Must be short but be nice

Insert a “nice to speak with you” ahead 
of a short introduction

Shorten your paragraphs

Make it friendly



In Summary
Clarity above all

Waste no time – spend time to save the 
reader time

Be the authority – don’t try to sound smart 
– be smart – own your ideas, cut wishy 
washy

Design your document – use design to re-
enforce -white space, bullets, bold font

Create a roadmap, use strong topic 
sentences, one topic per paragraph, lead 
them to the conclusion



Writing A Longer Document
Do the intro as per the letter

Then write a short paragraph for each 
part

Then each part has its own three points 
and conclusion which follows the same 
structure as letter

And the format is the same for each 
section so there is consistency

End with the same kind of conclusion as 
the letter



Recipe Stories



Recipes are a great way to engage

But…

A recipe is just a recipe if that’s how 
you present it

Too many recipes are the same – can 
be found anywhere

Your story makes them different

Understand what a recipe says about 
you – don’t try to compete where you 
can’t



What Recipes Should Do

Illuminate who you are and what you 
do or know

Provide an easier way to tell a story

Allow reader to use more than one 
sense

Inspire

Make a point better than words, in 
some cases



Remember when 
you learn something 
– don’t assume 
other don’t know it

Or that they will 
have the love for the 
information that you 
do



If using someone else’s recipe, even if 
you have adapted it a bit – give them 
credit 

– say “Adapted from…” 

The story can be how and why you 
changed it

When does a recipe become yours? 

When you change several ingredients 
or amounts



There’s some debate about this

Some people think their recipe is like 
the invention of the wheel

It’s not

Some people work hard on a recipe –
generally it’s because they don’t know 
what they’re doing

They’re learning the hard way what’s 
already known



Generally, those who are so territorial are not 
food people 

They’re too attached to the recipe or they want 
you to put their name on your site

Legally, just one ingredient needs to be different

The method needs to be rewritten (within reason)

But what you do depends on the story you want 
to tell



Types of Stories For Recipes
Nutrition story – most common – least 
interesting unless it’s something new

Story about how you discovered the 
recipe

Story from your past related to the 
recipe

Story about your healing journey and 
the recipe’s connection to it

Story about a client’s journey and the 
recipe connection



Types Continued…
Story about why you have an interest 
in the food in the recipe 

Story about why the recipe means so 
much to you

Story about travelling and discovering 
the recipe

The story is often the “feature” or 
solution

Allows you to tell a human story – so 
they see you’re like them



Every time you go to post a recipe ask 
yourself:

Why did you choose this recipe

Was it an ingredient(s)

Because you love it

Because it helped you or someone in 
some way

Or what it helped you learn



Coming up with content is easier if you 
tell a story with a recipe

The recipe does the heavy lifting

The story can be short

But it needs to be interesting

And it can be engaging – asking others 
for their comments is easy for people 
to do


